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The pharmaceutical supply chain is the pathway through which prescription and over-the-counter (OTC)

drugs are delivered from manufacturing sites to patients. Technological innovations, price fluctuations of

raw materials, as well as tax, regulatory, and market demands are driving change and making the phar-

maceutical supply chain more complex. Traditional supply chain management methods struggle to protect

the pharmaceutical supply chain, maintain its integrity, enhance customer confidence, and aid regulators in

tracking medicines. To develop effective measures that secure the pharmaceutical supply chain, it is impor-

tant that the community is aware of the state-of-the-art capabilities available to the supply chain owners

and participants. In this article, we will be presenting a survey of existing hardware-enabled pharmaceutical

supply chain security schemes and their limitations. We also highlight the current challenges and point out

future research directions. This survey should be of interest to government agencies, pharmaceutical compa-

nies, hospitals and pharmacies, and all others involved in the provenance and authenticity of medicines and

the integrity of the pharmaceutical supply chain.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The pharmaceutical supply chain, which spans many geographical regions and involves numer-
ous parties, is the pathway through which prescription and over-the-counter (OTC) drugs are
delivered from manufacturing sites to patients. GlobalData predicts that the estimated value of
the US pharmaceutical market will increase from $395.2 billion in 2014 to $548.4 billion by 2020,
which represents a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.6% [26]. The complexity of the
pharmaceutical supply chain has correspondingly increased in recent years thanks mainly to the
appearance of new drugs, technical advances, more supplies and locations in the chain, and evolv-
ing regulatory requirements. Increased complexity of the pharmaceutical supply chain implies
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increased difficulty in maintaining its security. Today’s pharmaceutical supply chain suffers from
three major challenges: (i) theft of authentic medicines; (ii) appearance of counterfeit medicines;
and (iii) contamination of medicines during manufacturing, storage, or distribution. These issues
not only adversely impact the economic benefits and reputations of pharmaceutical manufactur-
ers, distributors, and retailers, but also jeopardize patient safety and public health. In 2013, the
average loss per pharmaceutical theft incident was $261,819 [34].

Theft and/or diversion of pharmaceutical products pose severe threats to public health because
provenance and authenticity are difficult to verify for products that leave—and are later reintro-
duced to—the legitimate supply chain. A counterfeit drug is a pharmaceutical product that has
been deliberately manufactured and sold with the intent to fraudulently represent its source, au-
thenticity, or efficacy [52]. A counterfeit drug may contain none or an inappropriate dosage of
active ingredients, may be improperly processed within the body, may contain constituents that
are not on the label (which may or may not be harmful), or may be supplied with inaccurate or fake
packaging and labeling. Counterfeit drugs yielded an estimated revenue of $75 billion in 2010 alone
according to the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy [25]. The 2008 case of the counterfeit
blood thinner heparin is one example of tragedies caused by counterfeit drugs in the United States
[79]. In this case, the active ingredient in heparin was replaced with a cheaper counterfeit substi-
tute, causing a series of adverse reactions and a nationwide range of recalls. The counterfeit drugs
were eventually suspected to be the cause of as many as 81 deaths. In addition, contamination of
medications leads to grave consequences. Medicine contamination refers to the introduction of an
unwanted constituent, contaminant, or impurity to pharmaceuticals during manufacturing, pack-
aging, storage, or distribution. During late January 2012, tainted cardiac medicines killed more
than 200 people in Pakistan and sickened around 1000 [57].

The integrity of the pharmaceutical supply chain may be compromised intentionally by eco-
nomically motivated adversaries or inadvertently by ignorant employees. Pharmaceuticals orig-
inate from raw material suppliers; are manufactured in pharmaceutical factories; transferred to
wholesalers; stocked at different types of pharmacies (e.g., retail, mail-order, etc.); susceptible to
price fluctuations and processed by pharmacy benefit management companies (PBMs) according
to quality and utilization management screens; dispensed by pharmacies; and eventually delivered
to and taken by patients. Every abovementioned supply chain stage is vulnerable to adversarial ac-
tivities. Unscrupulous suppliers may sell fake, inferior, spoiled, adulterated, or contaminated raw
materials to pharmaceutical manufacturers. Illicit pharmaceutical manufacturers may replace ac-
tive ingredients with cheaper counterfeit substitutes; change quantities of active ingredients (usu-
ally reducing the dose to lower the cost); knowingly or unknowingly use fake, inferior, spoiled, or
contaminated raw materials; or mislabel finished drugs. Rogue distributors may mix genuine drugs
with counterfeit ones. Dishonest pharmacies may purchase medications from illegal channels and
dispense them to patients. Expired medications may continue to be dispensed by dishonest phar-
macies. Illicit online pharmacies have the opportunity to sell counterfeit drugs massively, directly
to patients, bypassing all highly regulated distribution channels. Some countries have a legalized
online drug trade, sometimes even including prescription drugs, which adds difficulty to fighting
the battle against the distribution of counterfeit drugs through the Internet [50]. From 2010 to 2014,
Interpol’s Operation Pangea shut down 57,000 illegal online pharmacies and seized over 30.3 mil-
lion units of counterfeit drugs [75]. Patients could also purchase medications from gray markets
themselves to save money, especially for those high-value drugs (e.g., drugs that cure cancer).

Theft may occur at any stage of the pharmaceutical supply chain. Stolen drugs may be later
reintroduced to the legitimate supply chain by dishonest supply chain participants. In addition to
economically motivated adversarial activities, medications may also lose their effectiveness due
to improper storage or handling (e.g., exposure to sunlight, high temperature, and high humidity)
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Fig. 1. Percentage distribution of types of identified counterfeit drugs in 2000.

by ignorant employees. Figure 1 illustrates the percentage distribution of types of identified coun-
terfeit drugs according to the World Heath Organization (WHO) statistics collected in 2000 [53].
The top three counterfeit types include counterfeit drugs with no active ingredients, counterfeit
drugs containing wrong ingredients, and counterfeit drugs with incorrect quantities of active in-
gredients. Note that only 1% of identified counterfeit drugs are copies of original products. Most of
these counterfeit drugs will be completely ineffective, less effective, or cause severe health issues.

Existing solutions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain include laws and regulations,
track-and-trace techniques, secure packaging, and composition analysis–based authentication. To
regulate the pharmaceutical supply chain and protect patients from compromised medicines, a
series of laws and regulations have been issued. Two recently implemented regulations include
the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) [22] and the Drug Supply
Chain Security Act (DSCSA) [21]. By working to understand these regulations, pharmaceutical
manufacturers, wholesalers, and dispensers can identify the most appropriate security scheme to
protect themselves and their assets against key risks (i.e., counterfeiting, theft, contamination, and
so on), while also ensuring regulatory compliance.

To enable dependable visibility into supply chain status, a sequence of track-and-trace tech-
niques have been developed, including barcodes [8], quick response (QR) codes [30], integrated
circuit (IC)–based radio frequency identification (RFID) [83], and chipless RFID [88]. To help in-
spect the integrity of OTC drug products, tamper-evident packaging (e.g., film wrapper, bubble
pack, and breakable cap[1]) uses an indicator to imply that tampering has occurred when breached.
Introduced by Glaxo in 1989 for its Zantac products, pharmaceutical packaging carrying a holo-
graphic image has become a popular approach for assuring consumers of genuineness [15]. The
X-ray diffraction (XRD) method recognizes counterfeit drugs by proving the nonexistence of one or
more active ingredients and/or particular excipients [44]. Using near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy
for identifying counterfeit drugs has been widely investigated in the past decade [73]. Raman
spectroscopy, combined with principle component analysis (PCA), was also proposed to identify
counterfeit tablets on the spot without interaction with educated chemists [17]. Quantitative nu-
clear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR
were also proposed to identify and quantify a drug and its related substances as well as to recognize
a substandard drug [33]. The authors in [11] proposed to authenticate the contents of packaged
medicines using nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) spectroscopy. Medicines are authenticated
based on the comparison of their measured spectra with references stored within a secure cloud-
based database.

In this article, we reflect on the accomplishments and limitations of prior work, highlight
the current trends, and discuss future directions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain.
Both generic and hardware-enabled solutions will be investigated. We refer to the approaches
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Fig. 2. An overview of the pharmaceutical supply chain.

that integrate electronic components (e.g., RFID tags) or rely on testing facility (e.g., spectrum
analyzer) as hardware-enabled solutions.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the framework and
properties of the pharmaceutical supply chain and analyzes the risks and vulnerabilities associated
with it. We also define the adversarial model in this section. Section 3 and Section 4 discuss existing
approaches for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain, categorize them, and compare their
advantages and disadvantages. In Section 5, we point out the directions for future research. We
present our conclusions in Section 6.

2 PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLY CHAIN

The pharmaceutical supply chain is analyzed and discussed in this section. First, we describe the
framework and properties of the pharmaceutical supply chain and analyze the risks and vulnerabil-
ities associated with it. Next, we define the adversarial model to make preparations for discussion
of countermeasures in the next section.

2.1 Framework, Properties, and Risks

We divide the pharmaceutical supply chain into four states (S1, S2, S3, and S4) and there are three
state transitions (T1, T2, and T3) between them, as shown in Figure 2. Each state is described in
detail in the following.

2.1.1 S1. Raw/Packaging Material Sourcing. The lifecycle of a pharmaceutical product starts
from this state, in which active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) [55] manufacturers and excipient
[51] manufacturers select raw material suppliers globally and procure raw materials that meet
the specifications. Pharmaceutical companies also purchase packaging materials in this state. All
incoming materials are sampled and tested in this state per internal requirements of API/excipient
manufacturers. The inspection confirms that the raw materials meet the specifications and quality
standards that pharmaceutical companies expect from their suppliers upon receipt. Raw-material
availability and quality have a significant impact on the capability of a pharmaceutical company
to manufacture drugs for the market.
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Raw material supply from the main supplier may suddenly discontinue because of various rea-
sons, such as natural disasters, electricity shortage, breakdown of machinery, internal management
problems, supplier going out of business, and government restrictions. The first mitigation strategy
is to purchase necessary raw materials from secondary suppliers to meet demand. The second mit-
igation strategy is to maintain large stocks of key raw materials at all times. Raw materials and/or
packaging materials may be stolen while in transit or storage. Quality of raw materials belong-
ing to different batches or originated from different suppliers may be inconsistent. Raw materials
may be contaminated during manufacturing or while in transit or storage. Unscrupulous suppliers
may sell fake, inferior, spoiled, adulterated, or contaminated raw materials to API/excipient man-
ufacturers. Raw materials and packaging materials would subsequently move forward to the next
vulnerable state. We denominate this transition T1.

2.1.2 S2. Manufacturing. In this state, raw materials are processed into APIs and excipients,
which are further synthesized and packaged into finished drugs. Task processing times of the
pharmaceutical manufacturing process are often long and rounded to multiples of shifts. Plenty
of inventory is often kept between stages where multistage processes are operated. Before being
allowed for downstream use, materials from one intermediate stage must undergo some sort
of quality inspection, which will incur additional delays. The manufacturing process for most
pharmaceutical products can be divided into two phases: primary API manufacturing (often
multistage chemosynthesis or bioprocess) and secondary (formulation) manufacturing [24]. The
primary manufacturing phase consists of either a few chemical synthesis and separation steps to
create the complex molecules or fermentation, product recovery, and purification in the case of
bioprocess. API manufacturing typically comprises a few stages of reactions in which different
functional operations are applied to the initial raw materials. We refer to the semifinished
products produced after each stage of reaction as intermediates. The final reaction mixture (i.e.,
mother liquor) undergoes multiple steps of downstream processing to generate the desired active
ingredients in solid form. These steps usually include filtration, distillation, precipitation (reactive
crystallization), crystallization, drying, and milling [46]. The secondary manufacturing phase
adds excipient inert materials to the active ingredients produced at the primary site. The final
drugs are produced after further processing (i.e., blending, granulation, drying, compression,
tabletting, capsulation, and so on) [70] and packaging.

Raw materials, packaging materials, intermediates, and/or finished drugs may be stolen
while in transfer or storage. The quality of finished drugs belonging to different batches or
manufactured by different CMOs may be inconsistent. Raw materials, intermediates, and/or
finished drugs may be contaminated during manufacturing or while in temporary storage or
transfer between stages. Illicit pharmaceutical manufacturers may replace active ingredients with
cheaper counterfeit substitutes, change quantities of active ingredients (usually reduce the dosage
to lower the cost), knowingly or unknowingly use fake, inferior, spoiled, or contaminated raw
materials, or mislabel finished drugs. In addition to economically motivated adversarial activities,
medications may also lose their effectiveness due to improper storage or handling (e.g., exposure
to sunlight, high temperature, and high humidity) by ignorant employees. Finished drugs
would subsequently move forward to the next untrusted state. We denominate this transition
T2.

2.1.3 S3. Distribution. In this state, finished drugs are delivered from pharmaceutical manu-
facturers to patients through different paths. There are two basic distribution models: the tra-
ditional asset-based resell model and the recently proposed nonasset-based direct-to-pharmacy
(DTP) model [38].
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• Resell model: In the resell model, as shown in Figure 2, pharmaceutical manufacturers
will first sell drug products to primary wholesalers. Primary wholesalers can either directly
resell drug products to the final drug dispensers or resell drug products to the secondary
wholesalers. The latter will eventually resell drug products to the final drug dispensers.

• DTP model: As shown in Figure 2, pharmaceutical manufacturers bypass wholesalers and
directly sell drug products to the final drug dispensers.

The secondary wholesale market is believed to be the weakest link in the US drug distribution
chain [27]. Security will be improved if the number of transactions in the drug distribution chain
can be reduced. The DTP model has some distinct advantages. First, it can increase the efficiency
of the supply chain. Second, it is more difficult for counterfeit drugs to enter the supply chain in
the DTP model due to enhanced capability to track and control drug products.

Adulterated and counterfeit drugs may be introduced into the US drug distribution chain
through importation/reimportation. Pharmaceutical products may be stolen at any intermediate
distribution stage and reintroduced into the legitimate supply chain. Drug products that leave the
prearranged distribution path are referred to as diverted drugs [27]. It is difficult to verify the qual-
ity and integrity of diverted drugs because there are no records indicating their handling or storage
conditions. It is also hard to trace their provenance. Wholesale distributors frequently repackage
containers of individual batches for final sale or even repackage pharmaceutical products with
every sale. Anticounterfeiting measures integrated in the original packaging and labeling may be
destroyed by repackaging. Repackaging makes it more difficult to authenticate expired, adulter-
ated, or counterfeit drugs since they can be repackaged in a way that makes them appear to be
legitimate products. Legitimate and fake drugs may be mixed by wholesale distributors. This pro-
cess is called salting [27]. The fake drugs may gain authentic labels through repackaging in the
process of salting. Salting may be performed unknowingly. For example, when primary whole-
salers purchase pharmaceutical products from other intermediaries, they may accidentally launder
fake drugs, package them with authentic labels, and distribute them to pharmacies. In addition to
economically motivated adversarial activities, medications may also lose their effectiveness due
to improper storage or handling (e.g., exposure to sunlight, high temperature, and high humid-
ity) by ignorant employees. Pharmaceutical products would ultimately move forward to the last
vulnerable state. We denominate this transition T3.

2.1.4 S4. Dispensing. Eventually, pharmaceutical products will be dispensed to patients at the
point of dispensing (i.e., hospital, clinic, pharmacy, the doctor’s office). Counterfeit, contaminated,
diverted, or expired medications may continue to be dispensed by dishonest pharmacies, especially
for those prescription drugs whose packages are not visible to patients. Patients could also pur-
chase medications from gray markets themselves to save money, especially for those high-value
drugs (e.g., drugs that cure cancer). Dispensing errors may lead to fatal consequences [56]. Theft
may also occur at the point of dispensing.

2.2 Adversarial Model

Goals of the Adversary. The adversarial goals that we are concerned with here include (i) steal-
ing authentic raw materials, packaging materials, and/or finished drugs from the supply chain;
(ii) injecting counterfeit, contaminated, diverted, and/or out-of-date drugs into the supply chain;
(iii) recycling unwanted, substandard, and/or expired medications and returning them to the legal
supply chain or selling them in the gray market; and (iv) diverting the distribution path of legal
pharmaceutical products. The adversaries would try their best to compromise the integrity of the
pharmaceutical supply chain to gain economical benefits.
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Capabilities of the Adversary. The adversary may perform any of the following actions against
the hardware-enabled pharmaceutical supply chain.

• Removing/Replacing: The adversary may remove active ingredients of pharmaceutical prod-
ucts or replace them with cheaper counterfeit substitutes.

• Adulteration: The adversary may add extra ingredients to pharmaceutical products.
• Dosage modification: The adversary may change quantities of active ingredients contained

in pharmaceutical products.
• Mislabeling: The adversary may misidentify the drug in the container, print improper use

instructions on a drug label, or include insufficient or invalid warnings surrounding the use
of the drug.

• Repackaging: The adversary may compromise anti-counterfeiting features integrated in the
original packaging and labeling of pharmaceutical products. Expired, adulterated, or coun-
terfeit drugs may be repackaged expertly enough to appear to be authentic products.

• Cloning: The adversary may make copies of original pharmaceutical products.
• Recycling: The adversary may recycle unwanted, substandard, and/or expired medications.

The adversary may also recycle the packages of authentic drugs.
• Stealing: The adversary may steal authentic raw materials, packaging materials, and/or fin-

ished drugs from the supply chain.
• Diverting: The adversary may modify the distribution path of legal pharmaceutical products.

All kinds of measures may be taken by the adversary to defeat or bypass the defense mechanisms
integrated into the pharmaceutical supply chain. Some advanced attacks may be performed with
the help of sophisticated equipment. Some adversaries may have the knowledge of pharmaceutical
manufacturing and pharmaceutical supply chain management and protection. Rogue employees
may have confidential knowledge of the pharmaceutical supply chain, such as distribution paths.
Rogue employees may collude with external adversaries to perform attacks for economic gains.
Rogue employees in different supply chain parties may also collude with each other.

We assume that the adversary is, however, restricted in two key aspects:

• No access to the centralized database: The adversary cannot read or modify data stored in
the centralized database. This is a fair assumption since the database is always protected
with strong authentication protocols.

• No authentication apparatus compromising: The adversary cannot compromise the autho-
rized authentication apparatus (e.g., RFID reader, barcode scanner, smartphone). This is a
fair assumption since those authentication apparatuses are usually equipped with advanced
protection mechanisms. In addition, the adversary usually does not have physical access to
those authentication apparatuses.

3 GENERIC SOLUTIONS

In this section, we investigate the generic solutions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain.
We divide the generic solutions into three categories, as shown in Figure 3, discuss their principles,
and compare their advantages and disadvantages.

3.1 Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Regulations

To regulate the pharmaceutical supply chain and protect patients from illegal medicines, a series
of laws and regulations have been enacted, as listed in Table 1. Two recently implemented regula-
tions include the Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) [22] and the
Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) [21]. The FDASIA expanded the authority of the FDA
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Fig. 3. Taxonomy of generic solutions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain.

Table 1. Pharmaceutical Supply Chain Regulations

Issue date Laws, acts, and rules
June 23, 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act (PFDA) [49]
1938 Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetics Act (FFDCA) [13]
1987 Prescription Drug Marketing Act (PDMA) [48]
1992 Prescription Drug Amendments (PDA) [48]
2003 Florida Paper-Based Pedigree Law [68]
2004 California E-Pedigree Law [31]
Sept 27, 2007 Food and Drug Administration Amendments Act [35]
July 9, 2012 Food and Drug Administration Safety and Innovation Act (FDASIA) [22]
Aug 20, 2013 Secure Supply Chain Pilot Program (SSCPP) [23]

Drug Quality and Security Act (DQSA)
Nov 27, 2013 Title II: Drug Supply Chain Security Act (DSCSA) [21]

across manufacturer registration, facility examination and drug importation in 2012 to deal with
upstream risks from the supplier of raw materials to the pharmaceutical manufacturer. It allows
the FDA to detain an imported drug if its manufacturing facility examination is invalid; increase
penalties for suppliers of counterfeit drugs; and require both domestic and foreign facilities to
provide a unique manufacturing facility identifier. DSCSA (i.e., Title II of the Drug Quality and
Security Act (DQSA)) was issued in 2013 to deal with downstream risks from the pharmaceutical
manufacturer to the patient. It enables drug legitimacy verification, enhances illegitimate product
detection, and enables more efficient recalls by facilitating the exchange of drug history infor-
mation. By working to understand these regulations, pharmaceutical manufacturers, wholesalers,
and dispensers can identify the most appropriate security scheme to protect themselves and their
assets against key risks (i.e., counterfeiting, theft, contamination, and so on), while also ensuring
regulatory compliance.

3.2 Generic Track-and-Trace Techniques

A track-and-trace technique is a mass serialization solution for pharmaceutical companies that at-
tach a unique identifier to each packaged drug product, which secures the pharmaceutical supply
chain by helping build an accurate drug pedigree (i.e., a record of the chain of product custody as it
moves through the supply chain from manufacturer to dispenser) and ensuring that drug products
can be easily and correctly identified. Enabling secure and reliable track-and-trace capabilities
across diverse touch spots throughout the supply chain is critical for addressing the challenges
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Table 2. Comparison Between Different Track-and-Trace Techniques

Metric Barcode [8] QR code [30] IC-based RFID [83] Chipless RFID [88]
Cost Low Low High Low
Read range Short Short Long Long
Read rate Small Small Large Large
Line of sight Yes Yes No No
Human capital High High Low Low
Read/write capability R R R/W R
Durability Low Low High High
Security Low Low High Medium
Event triggering No No Yes No
Unique identification No No Yes Yes
Technology Optical Optical RF RF
Interference Obstruction Obstruction Metal Metal
Printability Yes Yes No Depends
Encryption capability No Yes Yes No
Information capacity Very small Large Very large Small

(i.e., counterfeiting, theft, diversion, and recalls) faced by the pharmaceutical industry. In this sec-
tion, we will investigate two generic track-and-trace techniques (i.e., barcode and QR code). Table 2
summarizes the pros and cons of different track-and-trace techniques. Note that all track-and-trace
techniques cannot address the attack scenario in which the original pharmaceutical manufacturer
is dishonest and will perform removing/replacing, adulteration, dosage modification, and/or mis-
labeling, as discussed in Section 2.2.

3.2.1 Barcode. Barcodes [8] have commonly been employed to track and trace assets across
the supply chain. A barcode is an optical, machine-readable label that describes the item that
carries it. Information is methodically encoded into linear or one-dimensional (1D) barcodes by
altering the widths and spacings of parallel lines [74]. Barcodes are vulnerable to cloning due to
visibility and controllability of encoded information and easy access to printing facilities. Other
drawbacks (e.g., requirement of individual scanning, human involvement, direct line-of-sight, and
close proximity to scanner, lack of writing capability once printed, low durability), as shown in
Table 2, considerably limit their overall utility. Consequently, it is very easy for the adversary
to repackage expired, adulterated, or counterfeit drugs; make copies of original pharmaceutical
products; and recycle unwanted, substandard, and/or expired medications if the pharmaceutical
company only employs barcodes for track-and-trace and anticounterfeiting purposes. It is also very
easy for the adversary to avoid detection by the cashier for theft purposes or perform a denial-of-
service attack by hiding or removing barcodes on the packages of pharmaceutical products.

3.2.2 QR Code. The QR code is a one-matrix or two-dimensional (2D) barcode originally
designed for the automobile industry in Japan [59]. The QR code can be regarded as the upgraded
version of the linear barcode and in essence is also an optical, machine-readable label bearing
information about the object that carries it. A QR code is typically composed of black squares scat-
tered in a square grid against a white backdrop, which allows access by any smart device equipped
with a camera. Original information usually has to be processed using an error correction algo-
rithm (e.g., Reed-Solomon [84]) before being appropriately interpreted. QR codes have become
popular because of their larger storage capacities versus linear barcodes. Encryption can prevent
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Fig. 4. Overt technologies: (a) transparent hologram [19], (b) color-shift ink [61], and (c) reactive ink [28].

unauthorized access to QR codes [71, 86]. In addition to greater storage capacity, QR codes have
the same shortcomings as linear barcodes, as shown in Table 2, which severely impact their
overall utility.

3.3 Secure Packaging

Defeating the adversaries in the pharmaceutical supply chain demands a comprehensive, multi-
level solution, a component of which is secure packaging. Anticounterfeiting and tamper-evident
technologies should be combined to enable optimal security of pharmaceutical packaging.

3.3.1 Anticounterfeiting Packaging. Anticounterfeiting packaging technologies can be divided
into two categories: overt and covert technologies. Sometimes, both overt and covert security fea-
tures that complement each other would be applied to the same pharmaceutical packaging to
deliver layered security.

Overt technologies. Overt features applied to pharmaceutical packaging can be instantly val-
idated through visual inspection without requiring expertise. Optically variable design features
(e.g., holographic patterns, color-shift inks, and reactive inks) are commonly used to enable fast
and effective packaging validation [16]. Secure holograms [47], which are easy to recognize but
difficult to accurately duplicate, are widely used as first-level identification features by major phar-
maceutical companies. Holograms, as shown in Figure 4(a), are generally placed on the packages
of pharmaceutical products in the form of labels, seals, blister foils, or hot-stamped patches [19].
Color-shift inks [61], as shown in Figure 4(b), present two or more unique colors when observed
from varying angles. Such features can be easily verified by rotating the object that carries the
pattern printed with color-shift ink so that varying colors can be detected. Dr. duo Gautam and
his wife Kanupriya Goel have invented a special form of packaging for medications that slowly
varies its pattern as the drug expires [28], as shown in Figure 4(c). A particular packaging material
that visually “self-expires” over a predefined time period has been used in their solution. Their
designed package consists of two layers of information that are isolated by multiple sheets of dif-
fusible material. The foreground displays the medicine label while the background demonstrates a
warning message indicating drug expiration. The ink from the background layer will permeate the
isolation to display the warning symbols over a designated time period, designed as universally
understandable signs of danger.

Covert techniques. Covert security features, such as patterns printed with infrared (IR) and ul-
traviolet (UV) inks, and microtexts are invisible by the naked eye and hard to detect and clone
without a specialist facility and/or material. Figure 5(a) illustrates a push-through-package alu-
minum foil printed with special ink that allows foreign substances to be detected with IR devices
[14]. The left side of Figure 5(a) shows the appearance under a regular visual inspection device;
the right side of Figure 5(a) shows the appearance under an IR inspection device. As shown in
Figure 5(b), patterns printed with UV inks are only observable under a UV light [77]. UV inks with
diverse formulations would be visible under UV lights of different wavelengths. A series of UV
colors, ranging from red to yellow to blue, can be chosen to print images and texts. The security of
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Fig. 5. Covert technologies: (a) IR ink [14], (b) UV ink [77], and (c) micro-text [14].

Fig. 6. Forensic techniques: (a) an opened capsule containing the QR-coded micro-taggant (left) and an

magnified image of micro-taggant (right) [30], (b) fluorescent image of the QR-coded micro-taggant before

washing away drug powder [30], (c) fluorescent image of the QR-coded micro-taggant after washing away

drug powder [30], (d) pills that integrate diamond nanoparticles under room light [78], (e) pills that integrate

diamond nanoparticles under UV light [78], (f) DNA taggant [66], and (g) TruTag [82].

images printed with UV inks is ensured by strictly controlling the availability of a secure range of
inks. By combining a set of colors to construct photographic images, the security level is further
enhanced due to the highly specialized originality and printing techniques. Sophisticated printing
techniques also enable the creation of fine-line designs as well as colorful and UV micro-texts.
Micro-text can also help users confirm the authenticity of a pharmaceutical product. As shown in
Figure 5(c), the blue space around the larger symbol is printed in micro-lettering [14]. The level of
security with micro-characters is determined by limited access to tspecial printing equipment.

Forensic techniques. Forensic techniques [18] scientifically authenticate pharmaceutical prod-
ucts using sophisticated laboratory or field test kits. Pharmaceutical forensics leverages composi-
tion analysis, characterization, and source identification to provide guidance in the mitigation of
any pharmaceutical issue. Examples of forensic techniques include:

• Micro-taggants: Micro-taggants are tiny particles bearing coded information that uniquely
identify each variant. Alphanumeric characters recorded on small flakes or threads, or frag-
ments of multicolored, multilayered laminates with a specific color combination can be used
to represent identification information, which can be added to adhesives or directly applied
to packaging constitutes as spots or threads. Recently, the authors in [30] developed a drug
authentication process, the central player of which is a QR-coded micro-taggant, as shown
in Figure 6(a). The fluorescent QR-coded micro-taggant was created by patterning a copoly-
mer of a photocurable polymer and an acrylate modified fluorescent dye. The QR-coded
micro-taggant added to a drug capsule can mark individual drug dose and enable on-dose
authentication (ODA). As shown in Figure 6(c) [30], the micro-taggant will be observable
under a fluorescence microscope after washing away additional drug powder.

• Chemical taggants: Chemical taggants may contain indicators that are potentially hydrogen
(PH) sensitive or are detectable with precise analytical methods (e.g., IR spectroscopy, X-ray
fluorescence). Figure 6(d) shows pills that include diamond nanoparticles when exposed to
room light [78]. Figure 6(e) shows the same pills when exposed to UV light [78]. A diamond
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Fig. 7. Tamper-evident packaging: (a) folding box [64], (b) self-adhesive seal [65], (c) bubble pack [60],

(d) heat shrink band/wrapper [58], (e) breakable cap [2], (f) induction sealing [12], (g) Flexi-Cap [9], and

(h) ROPP [29].

is composed of two closely packed interpenetrating, face-centered cubic lattices, with each
one shifting from the other by a quarter of its distance along the diagonal. In spite of this
regularity, the lattices demonstrate unique variations in structure and light exposure will
stimulate them to emit a spectral response associated with them alone, creating a distinct
signature.

• Biological taggants: Biological taggants, as shown in Figure 6(f) [66], may uniquely iden-
tify themselves using specific deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strands [85]. An extremely low
concentration (units per million) of biological taggant is sprayed onto the product or its
package. To verify its existence, the taggant is extracted from a small amount of sample, a
few drops of which are then put onto a lateral flow device. After flowing up the slide, the
fluid comes into contact with the monoclonal antibody. Visible evidence will appear on the
lateral flow device if the taggant is present.

• Isotope ratios: Naturally occurring isotopes, which can be accurately detected using laser
fluorescence or resonance techniques [54], can be used to trace the provenance of a com-
pound. They can provide a fingerprint of the product components.

• Silicon taggants: TruTag developed a type of silicon taggant, as shown in Figure 6(g), which
stemmed from a silicon wafer electrochemically etched with a pattern corresponding to a
unique spectroscopic signature [82]. TruTag particles are obtained by grounding the wafer
into powder. A gram of TruTag particles contains over 12 million tags, each tag carrying
information including product type, dosage form, and lot or batch number.

3.3.2 Tamper-Evident Packaging. To help inspect the integrity of OTC drugs, tamper-evident
packaging uses an indicator to imply that tampering has occurred when breached. There are
dozens of available tamper-evident packaging technologies. Due to the limited scope of this ar-
ticle, we introduce only eight of them, as illustrated in Figure 7, which are either quite popular or
recently proposed.

Folding box. A specially constructed folding box, as shown in Figure 7(a) [64], offers a clear first-
use visual cue without making it difficult for consumers to open. The new line features die-cut tabs
on either side of the assembled box that make it virtually impossible to get to the product contained
within without tearing along the perforations. This technique leads to visible, irreversible damage
when the box is opened for the first time.

Self-adhesive seal. Self-adhesive seals for first-opening protection, as shown in Figure 7(b) [65],
provide an ideal combination of tampering and counterfeiting prevention. The manufacturer’s
brand logo on the seal intensifies the recognition effect and improves the enforcement of legal
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brand protection rights. The seal labels have to ensure the intactness of the sealed component of
the packaging. Visible and irreversible damage or alteration of the packaging and the label when
opening the pack is the criterion for tamper verification.

Bubble pack. The bubble pack, as shown in Figure 7(c) [60], is usually fabricated by heating
the sandwich made up of a thermoformable/heat-shrinkable plastic film, the product, and a hard
holding material. The plastic film would be ripped or cracked after removing the product. It is
nontrivial to separate the backing material from the bubble or replace it without leaving visible
evidence of tampering.

Heat shrink band/wrapper. As shown in Figure 7(d) [58], the shrink band concept is based on
the heat-shrinking characteristic of a tenser-oriented polymer, which is fabricated as an extruded,
oriented cylinder with a caliber a little larger than the cap and neck ring of the container to be
sealed. Bands or wrappers with a distinctive characteristic (e.g., a name, logo, registered trademark,
pattern) are shrunk by heat to seal the union of the cap and container. The seal cannot be easily
taken off and reapplied without causing visible damage to it.

Breakable cap. As shown in Figure 7(e), the plastic ring of a breakable cap [2] has to be pulled
out so that the container can be opened to take out the product, in which case the cap, or a portion
thereof, will be broken. The broken cap cannot return to its original state.

Induction sealing. As shown in Figure 7(f), induction sealing technology [12] creates an air-
tight, hermetical seal at the opening of the container, which protects the product against cross-
contamination and works as an effective tamper-evident layer.

Flexi-Cap. Schreiner MediPharm launched the next generation of its Flexi-Cap, as shown in Fig-
ure 7(g) [9], an innovative security feature that irreversibly implies the initial entry to containers
to prevent illegally reusing them with counterfeit items. The new Flexi-Cap Plus is characterized
by a tear strip running through the label as an integrated element. Upon the first opening, the label
will be destroyed and cannot be reemployed with counterfeit substances as a claimed original.

Roll-on pilfer-proof screwcap (ROPP). Guala Closures has launched the first ROPP playing
with a tamper-evident band, as shown in Figure 7(h) [29]. A red plastic ring will appear in the nar-
row space between the glass bottle neck and aluminum closure once the screwcap has been opened.

Tamper-evident packaging is effective at protecting the integrity of pharmaceutical products
with a low cost by intuitively indicating whether the package has ever been opened. It is also useful
for limiting repackaging and/or recycling of pharmaceutical products to some extent. However,
because of relatively low technical barriers and lack of anticloning features, it is not very difficult
for the adversary to imitate the tamper-evident packaging and perform a cloning attack.

4 HARDWARE-ENABLED SOLUTIONS

In this section, we investigate the hardware-enabled solutions for securing the pharmaceutical
supply chain. We refer to the approaches that integrate electronic components (e.g., RFID tags)
or rely on testing facility (e.g., spectrum analyzer) as hardware-enabled solutions. We divide the
hardware-enabled solutions into two categories, as shown in Figure 8, discuss their principles, and
compare their advantages and disadvantages.

4.1 Hardware-Enabled Track-and-Trace Techniques

In this section, we will investigate two hardware-enabled track-and-trace techniques (i.e., IC-based
RFID and chipless RFID), as shown in Figure 9, and compare their advantages and disadvantages.
Table 2 summarizes the pros and cons of different track-and-trace techniques. Note that all track-
and-trace techniques cannot address the attack scenario in which the original pharmaceutical
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Fig. 8. Taxonomy of hardware-enabled solutions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain.

Fig. 9. Hardware-enabled track-and-trace techniques: (a) IC-based RFID [80] and (b) chipless RFID [88].

Fig. 10. (a) RFID-enabled drug capsule [76], (b) packaging and assembly of prototype RF capsule tagging

[91], (c) capsule antenna prototype [91], and (d) die photo of prototype RF capsule tagging [91].

manufacturer is dishonest and will perform removing/replacing, adulteration, dosage modifica-
tion, and/or mislabeling, as discussed in Section 2.2.

4.1.1 IC-based RFID. RFID tags, as shown in Figure 9(a), are widely believed to be a promising
replacement for traditional linear barcodes and QR codes. The RFID system automatically identi-
fies and tracks tags attached to objects using wireless electromagnetic signals. The tags integrate
nonvolatile memories (e.g., EEPROMs) that store product-related information (e.g., manufacturer,
expiration date). Unlike optical, machine-readable labels, RFID tags can be embedded in the tracked
items since they do not necessarily have to be within the line of sight of the readers.

In order to accurately test the efficacy of a new drug, participants in clinical trials are supposed
to take a specific dose of medication at a particular time [76]. To achieve that purpose, pharma-
ceutical companies would require participants to take the medications under the supervision of a
witness to make sure that the drugs are being taken appropriately [76]. To help monitor drug regi-
men obedience, the authors in [91] developed a passive, ultra-low-power, in-body microsystem for
recording when drugs were taken, thereby ensuring that patients or participants in clinical trials
comply with the drug regimens. The microsystem, as shown in Figure 10(a) [76], in essence is a
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minute RFID tag embedded in a capsule that could communicate sensor data suggesting that the
capsule is in a person’s alimentary system. The microsystem, composed of a microchip with corre-
sponding software and a digestible antenna, communicates with an RFID reader via low-frequency
(LF) signals, taking advantage of the human body’s electrical conductivity. A particular sensor in-
tegrated in the microchip can detect whether the capsule is in the digestive system. Figure 10(b)
and Figure 10(d), respectively, illustrate the packaging and assembly and die photo of the prototype
RF capsule tagging system [91]. The passive RFID tag is as small as a grain of sand and carries a
unique identifier. The microchip, fabricated with silver nanoparticles, is connected to a digestible
antenna that would dissolve in the digestive system. As shown in Figure 10(c) [91], the digestible
antenna measures 20mm by 10mm and occupies a little more than half a capsule. The entire system
operates as follows: (i) A patient wears a patch that integrates an active RFID reader on the arm
or against the abdomen so that the reader’s input/output terminals electrically contact the skin.
The body is used as a communication system in this way. (ii) Once the capsule is swallowed by
the patient, an LF signal emitted by the reader will travel along the body to the digestive tract and
power up the tag. The tag replies with its unique identifier and sensor data, which is sent back to
the reader relying on the natural conductivity of the human body. The reader will then forward
that information to a personal mobile device (e.g., a smartphone) via a Bluetooth connection. The
mobile device would eventually send the collected data to a facility’s back-end server via a wireless
network connection for analysis.

Compared with optical, machine-readable labels, an RFID-enabled system has many
advantages—it supports batch scanning and data update, does not require direct line of sight and
close proximity to reader for access, and needs less human interaction to capture data—making au-
tomatic track-and-trace feasible. A variety of lightweight cryptographic algorithms (e.g., advanced
encryption standard (AES), elliptic curve cryptography (ECC)) can be used to increase the secu-
rity and privacy of RFID communication protocols [7, 32, 41]. However, IC-based RFID tags are
not appropriate for the supply chain of low-cost products because of their relatively higher prices.

4.1.2 Chipless RFID. The chipless RFID tag [5], which does not contain a microchip, uniquely
identifies itself by reflecting back a particular portion of the reader’s signal. Compared with regular
IC-based RFID tags, chipless RFID tags have several attractive features: (i) very low price (as low
as 0.1 cents) makes them more appropriate for the supply chain of low-cost products; (ii) chipless
RFID tags are immune to the denial-of-service (DoS) attack carried out by overwriting tag mem-
ory; (iii) it is possible to directly print chipless RFID tags on the products or their packages with
conductive inks [92]; and (iv) chipless RFID tags can be used in much harsher environments (e.g.,
higher temperature, more RF interference) than IC-based RFID tags. Existing chipless RFID tags
encode data by removing or shorting some resonators (i.e., spirals or patch slots) on the substrate
[62, 63]. Removing or shorting one resonator will either eliminate the resonance point associated
with that resonator from the spectrum or shift it outside of the frequency band of interest. Bit
1 corresponds to the case in which a resonance point is detected at a specific frequency, and bit
0 corresponds to the opposite case or vice versa. The manufacturing time/cost has been corre-
spondingly increased due to the extra removing or shorting process. For the same layouts, the IDs
generated by conventional chipless RFID tags are deterministic and predictable. It is a trivial task
to clone these types of chipless RFID tags. Other drawbacks, such as small ID size (usually not
larger than 35 bits) and large area overhead, also make them inappropriate for some application
scenarios.

To alleviate the abovementioned shortcomings of traditional solutions and enable dependable
visibility into supply chain status, the authors in [88] proposed a novel unclonable chipless RFID
(UCR) tag, as shown in Figure 9(b). They make use of the uncontrollable process variations during
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Fig. 11. Pill-level UCR system: (a) working principle and (b) drug authentication without necessarily opening

the package.

tag manufacturing to create a unique, unclonable ID that can enable automatic track-and-trace
of commodities (e.g., food, beverage, pharmaceuticals) throughout the supply chain. A UCR tag
comprises a certain number of concentric ring slot resonators whose resonance frequencies are
determined by slot geometric parameters and substrate permitivity that are sensitive to process
variations during tag manufacturing. The unique ID of each UCR tag is composed of a set of
resonance frequencies susceptible to manufacturing variations. The size of their proposed UCR
tag is comparable to a regular QR code. The UCR tag is resistant to cloning attack.

However, their proposed UCR tag does not establish an inseparable connection with the object
being identified. As a result, the adversary may successfully perform a repackaging or recycling
attack by taking off the UCR tag from the original package of authentic pharmaceutical prod-
uct and attaching it to the faked new package of repackaged/recycled pharmaceutical product. In
addition, the pharmaceutical industry lacks a simple and effective way to enable pill-level traceabil-
ity. To address these problems, the authors in [87] proposed a new split manufacturing–based, pill-
level UCR tag that intrinsically generates a unique ID from multiple entropy sources, as shown in
Figure 11. A pill-level UCR tag in essence is a unique object that, upon measurement by an exter-
nal apparatus, exhibits a small, fixed set of inimitable analog properties that are different from any
other entity of the same type. A pill-level UCR tag consists of two parts: (i) a certain number of
concentric ring slot resonators integrated on the external surface of each plastic cavity or pocket
of blister pack that packages pharmaceutical tablets; and (ii) nontoxic silver particles of random
quantity with random diameters filled in random places of each pharmaceutical tablet. A set of
resonance frequencies sensitive to manufacturing variations and randomnesses of silver particles
will be captured and used as the unique ID of each pill-level UCR tag. Each pharmaceutical tablet
has its own unique signature. The signatures of all pharmaceutical tablets within the same blister
pack would be bound together to add one more layer of security and be resistant against illegal
tablet replacement. This is the first unclonable chipless RFID tag that builds up an inseparable
connection with the object being identified.

4.1.3 Application Scenario. Figure 12 illustrates the communication flow of the track-and-trace
system in the real application scenario. A barcode and QR code can only be printed on the external
package of pharmaceutical products since a light signal can hardly penetrate through plastic or
paper material. In contrast, an IC-based RFID tag and chipless RFID tag can be placed inside the
package (e.g., on the back side of a bottle cap). A barcode scanner, RFID reader, or smartphone that
integrates the necessary hardware (i.e., camera for optical signal or antenna for RF signal, analog
front-end, analog-to-digital converter) can be used to read the barcode/RFID tag and download
label or tag-related information from the database server. The basic communication flow of the
track-and-trace system is as follows:
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Fig. 12. Communication flow in the real application scenario.

Fig. 13. Working principles of authentication techniques.

Step 1: A barcode scanner, RFID reader, or smartphone stimulates the label/tag with a light or
an RF signal.

Step 2: The scanner/reader or smartphone captures the ID or uniform resource locator (URL)
associated with the label/tag.

Step 3: The scanner/reader or smartphone sends the ID or URL to the database server for
authentication.

Step 4: The database server sends the authentication result and corresponding product informa-
tion (e.g., manufacturer, ingredients, product description, expiration date) to the scanner/reader or
smartphone.

Note that for the IC-based RFID system, there probably would be much more complex crypto-
graphic computation and authentication process involved.

4.2 Authentication

In addition to track-and-trace techniques and secure packaging, composition analysis is another
approach for combating counterfeit drugs. As materials, processes, and recipes used for drug man-
ufacturing vary across manufacturers, the API and/or excipient components and the component
ratios of pharmaceutical products supplied by different companies will be different. The infor-
mation obtained by composition analysis can thus be useful for authentication. For efficient and
effective on-site authentication, the analytical techniques should be accurate, reliable, fast, and
affordable. Candidate techniques include high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [40],
NIR spectroscopy [43], Raman spectroscopy [81], XRD [6], NMR spectroscopy [42] and NQR spec-
troscopy [11]. Figure 13 illustrates the working principles of HPLC, IR, and NMR. The working
principles of the other techniques are similar and omitted in Figure 13 for brevity.
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4.2.1 HPLC. HPLC is an advanced chromatography technique, which refers to the separation
of components in mixtures. To use HPLC, the sample to be tested is first mixed with a proper
liquid solvent. Then, a pump is employed to pass pressurized liquid solvent to a tube filled with
solid phase absorbent materials to react with sample components. Different compounds in different
drugs have different reaction rates with the absorbent materials. Therefore, different components
in the test sample will leave the tube sequentially and can be identified by counting the time
they consumed to pass through the tube. Although compared with traditional chromatography
techniques HPLC has improved the test efficiency by exploiting a pump to increase the flow rate
in the tube, thus obtaining the test result in a shorter time, it still takes hours to finish a single test.

4.2.2 NIR and Raman Spectra. Both NIR and Raman spectra can be considered as molecular
vibrational spectra. For all molecules containing multiple atoms, there are chemical bonds with
vibration modes sensitive to the variations of molecular structures. The vibration modes of dif-
ferent molecules have their own specific energy levels, which can be used for drug composition
analysis. For NIR spectroscopy, a test sample is exposed to NIR photons with wavelengths ranging
from 780nm to 2500nm. The photon energy is absorbed by sample molecules, changing their vibra-
tion modes. By recording the peaks of energy absorption, molecular information is obtained. For
Raman spectroscopy, a test sample is exposed to monochromatic photons, usually emitted from a
laser source. The photons are scattered by the molecules in the test sample, exciting the molecules
to higher virtual energy levels. The excited molecules are unstable and will jump back to lower
energy levels, releasing energy by emitting photons. The wavelength of emitted photons corre-
sponds to the gap between the initial and final vibration modes of the sample molecule, providing
similar information to that of NIR spectroscopy.

4.2.3 XRD. XRD is a powerful technique to collect atomic-level structure information crystal
materials. A sample to be tested by XRD is usually prepared as powder and exposed to X-ray.
The X-ray reflected by the sample is measured. When the X-ray is reflected by the sample, it is
diffracted into specific directions. Because of the periodic atom arrangement in crystal materials,
the X-ray is diffracted into specific directions, which can be well described by Bragg’s law. This
phenomenon can be observed on some amorphous materials with short-range order as well, which
makes XRD-based authentication useful for many drugs that contain amorphous components. By
analyzing the angle between the incident X-ray and reflected X-ray, and the corresponding X-ray
intensity, structural information of sample materials can be readily obtained and the materials can
be identified.

4.2.4 Nuclear Spectra. The nuclear spectra discussed in this section include NMR and NQR
spectra, both of which measure the information about the spins of nuclei in materials. As nuclei
carry charges, they have different spins based on the number of protons and neutrons contained in
them. For NMR spectroscopy, the sample to be tested is placed in a magnetic field. With the given
magnetic field, nuclei in the sample molecules with nonzero spin have a magnetic dipole moment,
generating their own spin energy levels according to the material structure. Given another elec-
tromagnetic radiation, only specific energy from the radiation that corresponds to these energy
levels can be absorbed by the nuclei. The absorption can be detected to provide the information
about the nuclei. Based on this information, the structures of components in drugs can also be
revealed. The working principle of NQR spectroscopy is similar to that of NMR spectroscopy, in
which an electric field instead of magnetic field is employed. Nuclei with spin equal to or larger
than 1 have an electric quadruple moment, generating their own spin energy levels according
to the material structure. Such energy levels can be detected by radiation energy absorption to
provide information regarding drug composition, just like NMR spectroscopy.
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4.2.5 Comparison of Authentication Techniques. HPLC is widely used by many practitioners
because of its flexibility, accuracy, and reliability. However, this technique has its own limitations:
it is destructive and the sample preparation requires specialist knowledge. The NIR and Raman
techniques are very promising for on-site pharmaceutical characterizations, as they enable
rapid and nondestructive measurements and the measurements virtually do not require sample
preparation. In addition, the cost of their testing facility is comparably lower. One challenge for
NIR and/or Raman spectroscopy is that some materials do not present NIR/Raman resonance.
It is also challenging to use NIR/Raman spectroscopy to discriminate components with similar
molecular structures. XRD analysis can be performed rapidly and the sample preparation is
simple, providing precise and reliable analysis results. However, XRD analysis cannot be used for
liquids. The relatively higher price and larger tool size also limit its utility. For NMR spectroscopy,
the extremely sensitive spin resonance to an environmental electromagnetic field and the higher
measurement accuracy make it very powerful in pharmaceutical composition analysis, but
it is very expensive. Compared with NMR spectroscopy, instrumentation required by NQR
spectroscopy is simpler and cheaper as no magnetic field is necessary, making it more appropriate
for drug authentication. Admittedly, the accuracy of measurement results obtained using NQR
spectroscopy is consequently lower than that obtained using the NMR approach.

4.3 Comparison of Hardware-Enabled Solutions

Table 3 compares the advantages and disadvantages of existing solutions for securing the
pharmaceutical supply chain. None of the listed techniques beat others in every aspect. Different
techniques are suitable for different application scenarios and requirements. Sometimes two or
more techniques could be combined to reach the optimal performance and security.

5 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

It is quite challenging to completely defeat the economically motivated adversaries, but a compre-
hensive, defensive pharmaceutical supply chain system could be devised so that it would be quite
time consuming, difficult, and expensive for the adversaries to compromise its security. Although
a large quantity of recent research and new developments have emerged on anticounterfeiting and
track-and-trace techniques for ensuring the security and integrity of the pharmaceutical supply
chain in the past two decades, many open problems still exist that require additional research in
the future. Compared with generic solutions, hardware-enabled solutions are believed to be more
promising because of their higher level of security and thus require more research effort. In the
following, we list some important issues that still need to be addressed.

• Comprehensive solution. Solutions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain exist
in isolation. Scholars in different fields of research (e.g., the Internet of Things (IoT)
[37], RFID [4], artificial intelligence (AI) [69], wireless sensor network (WSN) [67, 90],
pervasive computing [72], big data [45], cloud computing [3], biometric [36], machine
learning [10], spectrum analysis [39]) could work together to develop a comprehensive
solution for defending the pharmaceutical supply chain from different aspects of security
breaches.

• Smart supply chain. Although RFID readers and tags, surveillance cameras, and different
types of sensors (e.g., temperature sensor, humidity sensor) have been implanted into
the pharmaceutical supply chain to enable asset monitoring and tracking, the current
pharmaceutical supply chain is still nonintelligent. Deployed sensors can only passively
capture environmental variances and send them to the remote server for processing, in
which case the responsiveness is often postponed. In addition, information provided by
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Table 3. Comparison of Existing Solutions

Technologies Advantages Disadvantages

1. Provides drug provenance and history 1. Vulnerable to split attacks (i.e., separating

information, and helps establish e-pedigree. label/tag from product, swapping labels/tags,

Track and 2. Helps eliminate dispensing errors and etc.)

Trace accelerates recall of defective drugs. 2. Reliability issues arise when labels/tags are

[5, 30, 74, 83, 88] 3. Enables remote authentication by connecting damaged in transit.

scanner/reader to server via Internet. 3. Uniform standards are required for access

4. Low cost. control and management in different markets.

1. Enable instant primary feature verification

Overt through visual inspection without requiring Distinct features are easily recognized

Techniques specialist knowledge and skill. and replicated.

[16, 19, 28, 47, 61] 2. Extremely low cost.

1. Distinct features are hidden. 1. Require specialist equipment to detect

Covert 2. Implementation is simple and cost-effective. hidden features.

Techniques 3. Facilitate easy addition and modification. 2. Security relies on limited access to special

[14, 77] materials or printing equipment.

1. Taggants are implanted in drugs and cannot 1. Have to change the composition of drugs.

Forensic be easily separated. 2. Require specialist equipment to detect

Techniques 2. Resistant to recycling of pharmaceutical taggants.

[18, 30, 54, 66, 78, 82, 85] packaging. 3. Detection of taggants is slow and expensive.

3. Enable identification of an individual pill.

1. Provide a higher level of security and 1. Authentication requires specialist

Authentication authentication accuracy. equipment and expertise.

Techniques 2. Do not need to change composition of drugs 2. Authentication process is very slow and

[6, 11, 40, 42, 43, 81] or their packages, thereby also applicable to very expensive.

legacy products.

current deployed cameras/sensors is usually partial and incomplete because of the fact
that only limited categories of sensors have been deployed and blind zones still exist. In
the future, we could tap the power of the Internet of Things (IoT) and artificial intelligence
(AI) to create a much smarter pharmaceutical supply chain, in which case a multifaceted
combination of sensors and actuators will be provisioned, environmental variances will
be sensed and processed locally in real time, decisions will be made instantly, information
and computing resources will be shared among IoT nodes, and data will be backed up in
the cloud to help build the electronic pedigrees (e-pedigrees) of pharmaceutical products.
Against the backdrop of a smart pharmaceutical supply chain, habitual bad actors that
impact product quality and introduce vulnerabilities could be easily identified and posi-
tioned in the first place, and corresponding measures would be taken timely. Recalls of
pharmaceutical products would be more efficient. Complete e-pedigrees of pharmaceutical
products would be established to enable tracing the provenance of suspicious medicines.

Specifically, a variety of sensors could be deployed in the pharmaceutical supply chain
to dynamically monitor not only the status of intermediates and finished drugs, how they
are handled and how long they stay in each stage, but also the environmental conditions
(i.e., temperature, humidity, light intensity, and so on). Images of pharmaceutical products
and their packages as well as spectral information of medicines would also be collected.
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All this information will be sent to an AI machine for analysis and processing. IP cameras,
barcode scanners, and/or RFID readers would report logistics (e.g., receiving, stocking, ship-
ping, selling) to the AI machine. Human errors, medical accidents, and security issues (e.g.,
thefts, appearance of counterfeits, contamination of medicines) will also be reported to the
AI machine. All the aforementioned information will be synthesized, learned, analyzed, and
processed by the AI machine to achieve the following three goals: (i) the AI machine will
make a comprehensive judgment about the authenticity of pharmaceutical product based
on the fusion of various types of information; (ii) the AI machine will determine vulnera-
bilities associated with the pharmaceutical supply chain; and (iii) the AI machine will send
commands to the actuators deployed in the pharmaceutical supply chain to adjust system
parameters (e.g., supplier selection, manufacturing and storage conditions, inventory time,
distribution path) and mitigate corresponding vulnerabilities. It would be very difficult for
the adversaries to tamper with the integrity of a smart pharmaceutical supply chain since
information is highly transparent and shared.

Compared with the traditional pharmaceutical supply chain, the additional cost for a
smart pharmaceutical supply chain would include the following four parts: (i) The cost
of gadgets that are attached to or placed inside the package of pharmaceutical product.
The gadgets could include hardware that generates a unique identifier (e.g., IC-based RFID
tag or chipless RFID tag) and tiny devices that track history information (e.g., previous
storage conditions, such as temperature and humidity, elapsed time since manufacturing)
of pharmaceutical product. (ii) The cost of sensors, actuators, RFID readers, and IP cameras
that are deployed in the pharmaceutical supply chain to monitor and track the status of
pharmaceutical products and execute the commands issued by the AI machine. (iii) The
cost of developing an intelligent agent. (iv) The cost of data communication and database
maintenance. To transform the traditional pharmaceutical supply chain into a smart one,
the cost added to each pharmaceutical product would be around 20 cents, which is quite
acceptable.

• Tracking storage conditions. Existing track-and-trace techniques can only provide a
unique ID for tracking location information and binding pharmaceutical product to a data-
base record that contains information regarding manufacturer, place of origin, product cat-
egory, expiration date, and so on. Although different types of sensors have been deployed
along the pharmaceutical supply chain, information collected by those sensors are suscep-
tible to damage and loss. Information encryption/decryption, communication, storage, and
sharing among multiple supply chain participants is also a challenge and causes additional
cost. In addition, information provided by deployed sensors is usually specific to a batch of
pharmaceutical products rather than a single bottle (or pack) of pills (or capsules). Sensor
information is not closely bound to the pharmaceutical product. The pharmaceutical in-
dustry requires a cost-effective solution for tracking storage conditions (e.g., temperature,
humidity, exposure to light) and elapsed time of pharmaceutical products. That tracking
information should be closely bound to each bottle (or pack) of pills (or capsules) or even
each single pill (or capsule) and have the capability to be easily extracted without the need
to query the centralized database. In addition, this drug-related history information should
be resistant to tampering and fabrication.

• Trace back to raw materials. Existing track-and-trace techniques can only trace back
to the manufacturing stage in which drugs are packaged and finished. However, there is
no solution that can trace back to the supplies of raw materials. This is important due to
the following probable scenario. Imagine that a batch of pharmaceutical products in the
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market is found to cause severe adverse side effects to human health and the contaminated
raw materials used to manufacture the APIs are blamed for it. The public will want to know
not only which site manufactured this batch of drugs but also which supplier provided the
raw materials.

• Anticloning packaging. Current secure packaging–based anticounterfeiting techniques
are vulnerable to either replicating or recycling of pharmaceutical packages. Self-
destructive packaging design with anticloning features could significantly improve the se-
cure packaging–based anticounterfeiting techniques.

• Automatic and remote authentication. Current composition analysis–based authentica-
tion techniques rely on sophisticated laboratory equipment and professional knowledge. In
addition, they do not support automatic and remote authentication. The authentication pro-
cess is slow and expensive. An optimized authentication technique that relies on hardware
and software embedded in smartphones and that enables automatic and remote authenti-
cation could significantly broaden the application areas of this type of solution.

• Blockchain technology. One of the primary reasons that the pharmaceutical industry has
failed to develop an effective solution to counterfeiting is that the most effective solutions
require close collaboration among supply chain participants, which inevitably involves sig-
nificant information sharing. However, the vast majority of supply chain participants are
reluctant to collaborate because they do not want to expose competition-sensitive informa-
tion, such as purchases and sales transactions. Additionally, the pharmaceutical industry
has a demand that drug-related records are immutable once verified and can endure the
lifetime of pharmaceutical products.

The blockchain technology can efficiently address these two problems. A blockchain [20]
is a distributed database that is used to maintain a continuously growing list of records (i.e.,
blocks). Each block contains a timestamp and a link to a previous block. A blockchain is typ-
ically managed by a peer-to-peer network collectively adhering to a protocol for validating
new blocks. Blockchains are inherently resistant to data modification. Once recorded, the
data in any given block cannot be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subse-
quent blocks and a collusion of the network majority. Functionally, a blockchain can serve
as an open, distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently
and in a verifiable and permanent way. The ledger itself can also be programmed to trigger
transactions automatically. Blockchains are secure by design and are an example of a dis-
tributed computing system with high Byzantine fault tolerance. Decentralized consensus
has therefore been achieved with a blockchain. This makes blockchains potentially suit-
able for tracking pharmaceutical products and verifying their provenance. A blockchain
allows the pharmaceutical industry to identify the party responsible for introducing coun-
terfeit and substandard products into the supply chain. Encryption and digital signature
techniques inherent in a blockchain contributes to the privacy of transaction data and help
create an immutable historical record.

• Printable electronic devices. The high cost of current hardware (e.g., RFID tag) bound to
pharmaceutical products limits its mass adoption. Cost-effective printable electronic devices
[89] have the potential to be widely deployed in the pharmaceutical supply chain to enhance
security. All gadgets (e.g., RFID tag, temperature sensor, humidity sensor, passive timer) that
are attached to or placed inside the package of a pharmaceutical product can be directly
printed using a 3D printer with a variety of materials. This can not only reduce costs and
save assembly space, but it can also make it more difficult for the adversary to separate the
gadgets from the pharmaceutical product.
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6 CONCLUSION

In this article, we have described the framework and properties of the pharmaceutical supply chain
and analyzed the risks and vulnerabilities associated with it. We have also defined the adversarial
model. Existing solutions for securing the pharmaceutical supply chain have been classified and
elaborately discussed in terms of their implementations, properties, costs, advantages, and dis-
advantages. Compared with generic solutions, hardware-enabled solutions are recommended be-
cause of their higher level of security. Since pharmaceutical supply chain security relates to public
health and patient safety, this work should raise awareness of present state-of-the-art capabilities
and provide motivation for the research and development of new, low-cost, and robust security
strategies. Finally, we specify future directions for enhancing the state-of-the-art for securing the
pharmaceutical supply chain.
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